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2022 Diary
October

Welcome back to Term 4!

I hope you have seen the latest team newsletters that were sent out to families on
XUNO last night. We have purposely collated these together so that you can read
Fri 21 • 2023 Prep Transition
Session 2pm - 3.15pm about what is happening across the school. There are so many activities and
opportunities planned for students that it is worthwhile sharing. This term is a
Wed 26 • LT3 Drama
transition term, that is, we begin to put in place the plans we have made to support
Workshop
our students to confidently move into the next phase of their schooling. Some of
November
these transitions require lots of support and exposure and others simply a small
Tues 1 • Melb Cup Day
shift in mindset. The teachers also work with the staff and teachers in other
Holiday
settings or the next year level to handover key information that helps the teachers
Wed 2 • LT4 Camp starts
know their students well and their learning needs before the start of the next year.
Fri 4
• LT4 Camp returns
This term is a long one and I am planning to conduct our ‘final’ assembly on
• 2023 Prep Transition
Session 2pm - 3.15pm Friday December 16 at 2.30pm. The last official day of school is the following
Tuesday Dec 20. At our final assembly we traditionally farewell our year 6
Fri 11 • LT4 Dance Session
students – who perform the ‘dance’ that they have learnt for graduation as well as
Fri 18 • 2023 Prep Transition
recognise and thank families of year 6 students who, with the last of their siblings
Session 2pm - 3.15pm
leaving, finish their association with the school. Over the past few years, we have
• LT4 Dance Session
all come to realise how important the local school is and how it connects, nurtures
Mon 21 • Student Free Day
and supports communities. If you are reading this and think you have a lovely
Mon 28 • LT3 Swimming
story to share about the length of time, or the history of your family connection to
Program starts
Ringwood Heights, I’d love you to put that in writing so that we could share these
Tues 29 • 2023 Prep
stories in the newsletter.
Information Night
7pm - 8pm
We have recently had an Arboricultural Audit and Tree Management Plan
completed. The VSBA has since approved that the recommendations to complete
high priority tree works will take place in the week of October 24. This should not
be too disruptive, but you may find sections of the school sectioned off for safety.
These works will include some tree removal, weight reduction, removal of
deadwood and reduction of growth over pathways and buildings.
Lots of work was completed over the school break including a sand and polish of
the stadium floor, painting of some internal junior classroom walls and a big clean
of the netball court.
Congratulations to our Track and Field athletes who participated in the District
Athletics carnival last week. We are proud of your efforts in representing both
yourselves and Ringwood Heights. Good luck to our relay team of: James K,
Uniform Shop
Patrick K, Elijah and Reece and also Lucinda R and Patrick K who are off to
compete in individual events at the Regional level!
Opening Hours
Attached to the newsletter is the template advice from DET regarding the changes
Monday:
8.30-9am
to isolation rules. As the manager of our school staff, I will be asking teachers to
isolate for 5 days if they contract COVID. We have such a huge responsibility in
Wednesday:
3.15-3.45pm
protecting our young and vulnerable students. I ask all parents to keep working
with us to do the same, especially keeping students at home who are unwell or
have an illness that if transmitted, could impact on the health and wellbeing of
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others.
Please be advised that School Council have approved
our final Pupil Free day as Monday November 21.

The denominators were getting bigger but the
fractions were getting smaller. Quinn 2F

Fractions have something at the bottom called a
denominator. And they are really important because
Kim Bride they show how many parts they have. The number at
Principal the top is the number of parts we coloured in.
LT1 - Prep Explorations
Caspian 2F
In Explorations we have been using all the Learning
Assets to help strengthen ourselves as learners. During
this week’s Exploration session students used the
scientific skill of classifying and sorting animals into
many different groups. Many students wanted to be
Researchers and labelled the parts of animals using our
light box. Other students chose to develop their
thinking skills and use frottage to order coins from the
smallest value to the largest value. Collaborative skills
were everywhere as students role played schools and
pretended to be Mrs. Hey, Miss Butcher and Mr.
Lumsden!

Fractions in LT2
We’ve been learning about fractions. We cut bread
into equal parts- halves. Freya 2F
We made sixteenths, halves and ‘thirty-twoths’. The
bottom number is called the denominator. Threya 2F
When we were cutting the parts weren’t getting bigger, they were getting smaller. I cut the bread as small
as a crumb. Georgie 2F
It was challenging to cut into equal parts. Sofia 2F
I learnt that you can’t fold the paper accurately more
than 7 times. The numbers double every time you fold
it in half, but the fraction gets smaller. The bottom
number tells us how many equal parts it has been
made into. Zac 2F
It was challenging, but we got through it, because we
had to write down the fractions. The numbers were
getting higher and higher. We had to count how many
parts there were and that was the bottom number.
Zoe 2F

Learning Team 3
At the end of last term, some students in LT3 entered
the “engAGE short story competition”, facilitated by
Maroondah City Council and Eastern Regional
Libraries. Milla was short listed as a finalist in the
primary school category. Congratulations to Milla
for being acknowledged for her efforts, and to all of
the LT3 students who honoured the contribution that
older people make to their lives and our community.
Here is Milla’s piece:
My Nan is 70! Her name is Lyn. She used to work at
a daycare centre for most of her life. She lives on
Wonga Road with my step grandpa and her two
dogs, Maddy and Ruby.
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Nan is my mum’s mum. When I was younger, my Nan
would always take me to her
daycare centre and look after me.
She always tucks me into bed and
gives me a hug and a kiss which
warms my soul.
She is very involved with my
family and stays at my house until
very late helping out and
cleaning. She gives huge warm
hugs that make me elated. I love
going to her house and having
sleepovers and walking her dogs with her.
Nan used to live in Michigan with her dad and mum
until they immigrated to Australia which would have
been pretty hard.
Nan has taught me to be my best positive self and
show gratitude and respect to others.

iTime LT3
How can we make motion?
LT3 students have been tuning in to a new iTime
cycle. To get students to think creatively and develop
their curiosities within STEAM (Science, technology,
engineering, art and mathematics) we have provided
them with a number of tinkering sessions. Within
these sessions students have been able to explore,
construct, build and hypothesize while also
strengthening their learning assets. Soon, students will
develop their own iTime research question and begin
their personal inquiries. Below are some wonderings
our students had when researching and tinkering this
week.

“Will making our domino ramp taller, allow the ball
to roll further, as gravity might be pulling it down
off the ramp?”
“ Can we make more force by doubling the domino
run? (having the dominoes stand in partners). More
weight behind the ball might make the ball roll
further.”
“Will putting the ball on a track help guide the ball
to go further?”
“How can we add more force into our domino run so
it knocks the tennis ball off the table and continues
our run?”
“Can we use additional dominoes to direct the path
in which the dominoes will fall?”
“Will a wobbly table create more momentum?”

Learning Team 4
Report of the Advanced Presentation
Skills Debating
“Grand Finale”
on Thursday 15th September
Congratulations to all the level four students who
graduated from the Advanced Presentation Skills
Debating Course on 15th September 2022.
I can’t tell you how much I enjoy coming to
Ringwood Heights Primary School and would like to
tell of one example of how impressive these students
are. This year I introduced an Impromptu Debate
and had no idea if this would be successful or not.
The students had only approximately ten minutes to
prepare their team plans, do their research and see if
they could have a guess at some of the rebuttals
which may come up. Not only did these very
capable students debate like they had been practicing
all week, but Marli Ridley even said that she
preferred the impromptu debate!
The first topic for the Grand Finale was “That
everyone should play on the same team,
regardless of their gender”.
The affirmative team was made up of Sienna-Paige
Stevenson, Elliana Norris and Jessica Beveridge.
On the negative team were Lucinda Rankin, Georgie
Shackelford and Dana Sedawie-McKell.
The adjudicators thought this was a close battle with
the affirmative team winning by a very small
margin.
The second topic was “That electric cars should be
mandatory in Australia by 2025”. Please note that
the original year that we had was 2030, but the
students decided themselves to make it more
challenging and reduce it by five years!
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On the affirmative team we had Sammy Steinfort,
Caleb Waters and Dash Thomas.
The negative team consisted of Alex Hynes, Luke
Unwin, and Charlie McGinty.
Both teams put up a great fight and the Affirmative
team won, but only by a small margin.
All debaters were very well prepared, demonstrated
excellent team work and had interesting research and
facts. The delivery from all of these speakers was
strong and persuasive. What I liked best were the
effective rebuttals and the sophisticated language
skills. We all appreciated not only the amount of
teamwork of the students, but also how they able to
argue with respect and dignity.
The students voted for the following awards:
Best Debating Speaker
(Debate No 1)
Best Debating Speaker
(Debate No 2)
Best “Off the Cuff”
Speaker
Special Award

Sienna-Paige Stevenson
Sammy Steinfort
Heath Worthington
Charlie Creelman

LT4 has started the term by learning about imagery.
We have been learning about literary devices and
how they create imagery in the readers mind. Some
of the devices we are learning about are metaphors,
similes, personification, assonance and alliteration.
Last week we used Remembrance Day and Gallipoli
as a seed to inspire our writing. Here are some of our
descriptive pieces and poems that we wrote last
week:
Trench
It was as dirty as a thousand pounds of mud,
It was as stinky as ten tons of cow manure,
Every day millions of killer hornets flew over my
head,
Every day my stomach burned as hot as the sun from
lack of food and water,
The trenches were as awful as eternal torture.
Henry & Ruben
Hope for the hopeless
The day is rough,
As anyone could tell,
Men have fallen,
Above, soldiers yell,
Dug up a trench,
No one has senses,
No smell of the dirt or even the stenches,
Men are lying, clearly defenceless,
As a woman stands and hopes for victory.
Zadie

The Special Award for Charlie Creelman was for his
role as Debate Chairman. He showed flair and
personality. Zach Hudson also did an excellent job in
the same role. Heath Worthington’s strength is his
interaction with his audience. In fact his audience
loved him so much that he got more than half of the
votes.
Arrival
The debating classes ran smoothly and I would like to
Just when we thought it would be safe,
acknowledge the amount of work the teachers put in
Just when we bean to believe in miracles,
behind the scenes. A huge thank you to Ms Morgan,
Just when we thought the sand might stay white,
Mrs Clark and Mrs Davidson and Mr Gore. Thank you
Just when hope flickered and spattered in our hearts,
to Mrs Bride for including the program at Ringwood
Just when we thought that war had fallen,
Heights once again. I am sure the students impressed
They came.
and made you very proud.
They came with murder in their eyes,
I cannot finish without thanking all the parents who
We could see if dancing behind them,
supported the students’ work, discussing many varied
A shadow, that had taken them over.
debating topics and encouraging them to do their best.
It had creeped over and possessed them, with burnIt was so very nice to be able to run the whole program
ing desire.
in the classroom this year. I leave feeling very proud
They wanted more.
of every student’s work and of being appreciated.
They were hungry.
Thank you for all of your efforts level four, and thank
Charlize
you for your very kind feedback. I hope this training
The middle of the night
stands you in good stead for the future.
Bang! The gun has gone off,
Sandra de Geest
Like a fat horse with its trough,
Advanced Presentation Skills
It gave them all a fright,
While they were sleeping at night.
Ellie & Charlie
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The War goes on
The ground trembling,
Men as scared as a boy in the water for the first time,
Guns growling,
The war goes on.
Helmets to protect,
Hoping, just hoping, it ends,
Sirens scream,
The war goes on.
Blood spurting everywhere,
Bombs bellowing,
The war goes on.
Caleb

Parents’ Club
How To Contact Parents’ Club
Join our Facebook group for regular reminders of
upcoming events and fundraising activities:
https://www.facebook.com/
RingwoodHeightsPrimarySchool/
Call Sarah Marsh, President on 0409 009 542 or
email: sarahmarsh11@hotmail.com
Or leave a message at the office.

COMMUNITY NOTICES

Please note that whilst Ringwood Heights PS appreciates the financial support provided by the organisations advertising
in Heights Happenings, the school does not necessarily endorse any of the products or services advertised. No
responsibility is accepted by the school for accuracy of information contained in advertisements or claims made by them!”
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